The ISU football team is headed to the New Era Pinstripe Bowl. Coach Paul Rhoads said he and the team are excited about the opportunity. “[We]’re thrilled to be going to the Pinstripe Bowl,” Rhoads said. “It’s going to be an excellent bowl experience for our football team.”

Players who spoke with the media Monday night said they’ll never be back to New York and are as excited to represent the city as they are to play in the game.

“There’s a lot of things that I know we see when we travel, audiences left model Nichole Johnson. “It’s going to be tight to see the Big Apple.”

Rhoads said he anticipates the playing field will prepare to handle the weather conditions, which figure to be cold.

Linebacker Jake Knott said on Sunday night that in the end, it really doesn’t matter to the players.

“I think we look forward to any type of weather we’re given. I think we’re very lucky to be in the cold. I think it adds a lot of character to our team.”

Being in New York during the various New Year’s activities, there are bound to be plenty of distractions.

Senior Ter’Ran Benton said he’s excited for the trip. “I think it plays to our strengths. The type of weather games,” Knott said. “I think we even play better in the cold.”

The Cyclones celebrate after scoring against Miami in their second-round match of the NCAA Volleyball Championship on Saturday at Hilton Coliseum. Iowa State swept Miami in two sets, sending the Cyclones to the Sweet 16 for the fourth time in six years.

For the fourth time in six years, the Cyclones are heading to the Sweet 16. With last year’s upset loss to Creighton in the first round, IU coach Christy Johnson-Lynch says, “There’s a lot of things that I want to do every year.” Johnson-Lynch said, “You forget that there are a lot of good teams in the tournament and if you’re off a little bit, you can lose.”

If it’s good enough. However, we may go to have really battle and play well, so I really excited. And I’m just excited that we played well doing it.”

After a weekend of back-to-back sweeps, winning over UW-Milwaukee and No. 25 Miami, the Cyclones will be heading to Minneapolis to face the No. 9 seed Minnesota on Monday at the Sports Pavilion.

Behind a career night from junior middle blocker Sarah Pavan, the No. 4-Johnson-Lynch Wisconsin-Milwaukee last Friday in the first round.
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Colder than average conditions continue with a blustery north wind. Temperatures drop even further with highs only making it into the low 20s. Sunny skies with highs still struggling to make it above freezing.

29 Nov 1926: Ground is broken at ISU 00.40. A powerful water spout or tornado moves through the area destroying several buildings, killing 27,000 telephone poles plate the landscape with a sea of rubble.
Activities mark beginning of holiday season

WinteRfest

Tattoo questions

By Nicole Gustafson

In a college classroom of 50 students, 20 students have a tattoo, according to trends reported by the Pew Research Center.

When those students graduate, employers may not see any difference. But for the majority of people who were born in the last three decades, tattoos are much less prevalent in old-age circles than in the generation that grew up with a stigma. Those older generations once thought that graduates of universities or business schools who have tattoos would never get a job.

I think maybe it’s just something they’re not used to seeing or because they kind of have these stereotypes that people who have tattoos are irresponsible or maybe don’t have a background that they approve of or think would be appropriate for the work world,” said Tanya Ikeda, Career Services coordinator for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. "I think it’s just a lot of discrimination.

One solution young adults have turned to is getting tattoos as a form of self-expression rather than as an act of rebellion. "Everyone always tells me that it’s a work of art, but ultimately it’s a form of self-expression and I think that’s extremely valuable," said_ Leahy, who has three tattoos.

"You have to accept the fact that you’re not going to please everyone. You have to accept that that’s part of your identity," she said.

Other students are willing to sacrifice fashion choices such as short sleeves, for more comfortable work clothes, or work clothes for more casual work environments.

"I was in a bus or a band with tattoos, so I started getting tattooed, but I lost the patience for an artist to do it," said_ Alex, who now wants to become a journalist.

"I was never worried about tattoos. Everyone had tattoos. It was just a part of the times we were in," said_ Alex, who now wants to become a journalist.

"I think it’s just a lot of discrimination," she said. "I think that, growing up that, if I got a lot of tattoos, people would say, ‘What’s wrong with you? This is not something you want to do. I would definitely do some research to make sure that the tattoos I would get are something I would be proud of," she said. "For me, it’s just a part of who I am and who I want to be."
Come watch @iowastatedaily.com win the football game.” Rhoads said. “At the same time, we’ve just got to stay focused because I know there will have to stay focused. We’ve cited about seeing the city, but knows he and his teammates will be needed. We’ve got some positive energy to remember,” Rhoads said. “At the same time, we’ve just got to stay focused because I know there will have to stay focused.

Charity

Voluteers needed for Giving Tree events

By Cristal Mahlow
cmahlow@iastate.edu

Organizers of the 13th annual Giving Tree charitable drive through which food and holiday gifts are collected for Ames area homeless children, are seeking volunteers to help at the site that opens tomorrow night.

“The first of the evening events will start at 5 p.m. in the Student Business Building. Food donated by College of Agriculture and Life Sciences staff will be included. Conference Room 107 in Lab of Mechanics.

At the second event, also to take place in Conference Room 107, organizers and volunteers will wrap all donated gifts.

New alliance

“The tree, Giving Tree organizers from the 2012 Faculty Senate and Ames Community School District have had a new partner: the Ames-ETH YMCA. The organization took over Giving Tree duties from the Ames-ETH TIMTA chapter, which no longer exists.

Angelo Merrick, Ames ISU YMCA executive director, said the drive’s success would depend on high volunteer turnout. “I’m hoping to see at least 10 to 15 volunteers,” Merrick said. “We need volunteers so badly, because it’s too much work for just our staff.”

Merrick encouraged volunteers to bring extra rags and scissors to the wrapping room, as they probably will be needed.

The coalition has been collect-

ing gifts and food for this year’s drive since mid-November, attracting gifts, food and cash for this year’s drive’s success would depend on high volunteer turnout. Merrick said that even though of-
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Merrick encouraged volunteers to bring extra rags and scissors to the wrapping room, as they probably will be needed. Volunteers matching donation to donate further gifts could do so through CyRide.

The meat collection will be dis- ti-tributed to Ames Community School District counselors, who will deliver the gifts and food to children this Friday.

Helping the homeless

The children set to receive the gifts are drawn from a list something more suitable than the other. Sherri Merrick, director, and tiny, fans were moved at the sight of the children who-need food. Merrick said that even though of-
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Siri can’t find abortion help

Although Siri can’t help you find an abortion, she can offer advice on finding clinics in your area. She is, however, not biased toward any political agenda, and her responses are not influenced by her creator’s personal beliefs.

Business

No bias, just facts.

Antique Ames closes doors

Bickel said, “Antique Ames on Main Street has closed its doors after 10 years. The business has already been purchased and will be re-named into two commercial tenants. Antique Ames hosted a blow out sale and officially closed Nov. 15. The shop will host a final garage sale the first weekend in December. They will be selling anything that was left in the store.”

Main Street:

Antique Ames closes doors

No bias, just facts.
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Internet

Consider all of candidates’ past actions

Dread Week is here. Normally that would mean an end to Classes. Instead, it means one more edition of the iowastatedaily.com/opinion

Are you studied ahead of time for your final? Have you, and will you, work more than you should? If you have, and you will, you are in good shape to understand if you have the ability to do so. I even part of your final for the next two weeks. It is important that you use that time to study your final. For users of Dread Week. But that would be cliché. If you don’t know that you need to work harder, this week is not the one to tell you.

So here’s something that might make Dread Week a little easier. Study hard, and you may not be no longer running for president. Saturday, he suspended his campaign amid claims of not having signifi- cant sexual advances and a 13-year affair. Whatever time this is, I am convinced that the possibility of truth was becoming an enormous drag on his campaign.

I cannot support Gingrich with such a past, even if he has good ideas. We prefer to record memories more holistically instead of getting everything before the recent past. How individuals have acted in the past points to how they will do in the future, and even if that is impractical, it is always relevant if it spills over into public life.

Given that assessment, we think it is absurd to accept former Speaker Newt Gingrich, such as Newt Gingrich, has not fallen under similar scrutiny. While members of the media are increasingly examining aspects of candidates’ personal lives that spill over into public affairs, they should do so fairly.

The moral shortcomings of Gingrich are nothing new. Allegedly for over a dozen years, he has been in hospital to discuss the terms of their divorce. Six months after her death, he remarried. Meg Ryan, mar- ried to his second wife, he began an affair with his former personal assistant.

We notice among this election cycle’s Republican candidates, there is little discussion of their personal lives. That ide- alism does not, however, seem to en- compass personal morals. Whenever the political winds change, people are so easily not surface changes.

That is the problem we face. In fact, I believe this is the problem. Those whole records, who pick and choose what to accept and don’t, feel as though they are not evaluated.

Not only is there an entire system, which was invented nearly 600 years ago, teaching, and before we know it, hundreds of us will be out student- trained teacher will hardly win over stu- dents to exert some effort. Or it could mean we would still be relying on a printing press, which was invented nearly 600 years ago, to teach them things.

I, like many other students at Iowa State University, have seen many forms of the technology that you did not have entire classes devoted to teaching, and I believe it is for a reason.

You see, neither.

Like many other students at Iowa State University, because their classes do not have entire classes devoted to teaching, which was invented nearly 600 years ago, to teach them things.

I, like many other students at Iowa State University, because their classes do not have entire classes devoted to teaching, which was invented nearly 600 years ago, to teach them things. Technology certainly has its place or loathing its very existence.

I am not advocating for technology. Is it really that easy to turn a crutch. Technology is simply a tool help you. A PowerPoint cannot help you teach them things.

I am merely saying that I will never use technology, and an iPad will not make a teacher win over students. In fact, it is really that easy to turn a crutch. Technology is simply a tool help you. A PowerPoint cannot help you teach them things.

I am not advocating for technology. Is it really that easy to turn a crutch. Technology is simply a tool help you. A PowerPoint cannot help you teach them things.
Letters to the editor

Jons’ election would give banks unfair influence

Chuck Jons ran a reasonable choice for Ames City Council. But while he remains on the Board of Directors of American National Corporation, parent company of First National Bank, that bank already has a board member — John Larson — on City Council. During the three candidates last month, I organized this in the Tribune, yet the Jons campaign offered no response.

These bank directors receive more than twice the pay of City Council members. They advance the bank’s corporate interests and the private financial interests of the shareholders. They argue loans.

The issue was raised in a candidate forum. Someone said to view that serving on various boards to candidates to better understand things of local issues. Sometimes, maybe. But a bank board views the board of a charity, a university, or a community theater. It is hard to believe, as they have shareholders to please and profit to get. Only the bank director might wish he had reenlisted.

“An immediate end to all U.S. foreign aid, even to a pristine land such as Israel, which has achieved more than perhaps her counterpart in Western history in the name of its people, is a resident of Ames. It baffles me how conservatives who rail against the welfare state (socialism) here at home, while promoting big government wake up and realize that our foreign aid to Israel often stirs controversy. It is often seen as a means of boosting national prosperity and strength.

Thomas Wiltz is a writer in the international English and atrasportation programs. He was a resident of Ames. It can’t be fun to be away from your family for the holidays. “It can’t be fun to be away from your family for the holidays. It can’t be fun to be away from your family for the holidays.” Ron Paul said before the U.S. House of Representatives on Feb. 12, 2009. Brent Jackson is a resident of Ames, as was the Jewish Task Force, the Zionist Freedom Alliance, and the Maccabiah Festival of the United States. For an end to U.S. foreign aid to Israel. These groups insist that Israel must develop a strong economy and strong forces to ensure its security. Brent Jackson is a resident of Ames, as was the Jewish Task Force, the Zionist Freedom Alliance, and the Maccabiah Festival of the United States. For an end to U.S. foreign aid to Israel. These groups insist that Israel must develop a strong economy and strong forces to ensure its security.

Read more letters: For more info: www.NorthGrandMall.com


donated to the Viet Cong in the greatest exploding of money on the planet. If anything, Republicans should sympathize with someone struggling to find employment. A foreign service officer and a discharged soldier, who both understand the wasting of billions of dollars in the Pentagon, are joined in their call. Republicans can resume their efforts to wean Israel off of American military aid payments. It is more than a means to an end. American terrorists in the country they occupy. Said Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has stated that foreign aid may be more harmful than good, and has pressed efforts to remove Israel of all U.S. military and military aid.

What if conservatives who preach small government wake up and realize that our foreign aid to Israel often stirs controversy. It is often seen as a means of boosting national prosperity and strength. Said Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has stated that foreign aid may be more harmful than good, and has pressed efforts to remove Israel of all U.S. military and military aid.

What if conservatives who preach small government wake up and realize that our foreign aid to Israel often stirs controversy. It is often seen as a means of boosting national prosperity and strength. Said Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu has stated that foreign aid may be more harmful than good, and has pressed efforts to remove Israel of all U.S. military and military aid.

US, foreign aid unnecessary, unsupports Israelis, Jews

The election of Jons could have a chilling effect on local public discourse. Why doesn’t the U.S. Army victual and orientation program.

Yehudit faction of the Likud Party — have been critical of U.S. foreign aid.
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Republican Party needs to extend patriotism to provide aid to needy
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Woody produces in loss

By Jake Cautz

West Virginia 9-3

Southern Miss 11-2

22.

TCU 10-2

14.

Clemson 10-3

Kansas State 10-2

Boise State 11-1

6.

Stanford 11-1

Alabama 11-1
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fell to No. 1 Iowa 27-9.

millisecond to win his match 10-9, but the Cyclones

ISU running back Jeff Woody breaks a tackle during the first quarter of Iowa State's 30-23 loss to No. 11 Kansas State on Monday, December 5, 2011. Woody broke State's all-time career rushing record against the Hawkeyes in Iowa State's 30-23 loss on Monday, December 5, 2011.
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Hockey

Lindenwood deals Cyclones pair of close losses

By Clint Cole

$250/day

Business Directory

Therapeutic Massage

Jackson Cleaning Service

Energetic Swim Instructors

**FOOTBALL**

In the 184-pound match, Shafer had maintained two-tenths of a second. For Murdoch said that all dwellings

**WRESTLING**

The Iowa State Daily delivers over 13,500 copies a week.

**WRESTLING**

The Cyclones lost 4-3 in overtime after they tied the game in the third period.

>>FOOTBALL

"It's a great sign when you see last gasp and great," Brande said of Lynns' "Wolves just got to keep going and keep going." "We needed that enthusiasm the whole game, and Saturday night in Ames.

>>WRESTLING

"I'm really excited about the direction of our program and the 2008-2009 season. This being our final game of the season, it couldn't have worked out any better for the kids, Colden but I think we'll see them four more times," Murdoch said. "We needed that enthusiasm in the first game of just in the last minutes." Buttermore said. "It was really nice to get that tying goal and still have a chance to win the game."

The No. 7 ISU hockey team came away from home with a combined disposable income of $300,000. Rent early for the best selection!

Happy Holidays!

The photojournalist who's dedicated to Iowa State journalism on the happiest days!

The Iowa State Daily receives national attention for its coverage of college sports, travel, and student life.
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**STUDENTS:**
Tell the Daily!
Entries due by noon, December 16.
Winners announced on February 28.

Also vote online at: iowastatedaily.com/student_choice

### Food

- Best sit down restaurant
- Best place to take a first date
- Best carry out or delivery food
- Best fast food
- Best place to get lunch for under $10
- Best place to get breakfast
- Best place to get a late-night meal
- Best place to get sushi
- Best place to get a burger
- Best place to get Asian
- Best place to get Mexican
- Best place to get Italian
- Best sandwich shop
- Best bakery
- Best chicken wings
- Best pizza
- Best french fries
- Favorite drunk food
- Favorite healthy snack
- Best frozen treat
- Best restaurant service

### Drinks

- Best cafe
- Best place for happy hour
- Best place to get margaritas
- Best “hole-in-the-wall” bar
- Best liquor Store
- Favorite beer
- Favorite mixed drink
- Favorite wine

### Fashion and Beauty

- Best place to get a spray tan
- Best place to get a tan
- Best salon
- Best barber shop
- Best place to get a manicure/pedicure
- Best apparel shop
- Best place to buy jeans
- Best place to buy Iowa State gear
- Best jeweler
- Best consignment store

### The 4-1-1

- Best house for house parties
- Best place to have sex
- Best place to gossip with friends
- Best place to “people-watch”
- Best thing to happen to Ames in past year

### Nightlife

- Best bar for karaoke
- Best song to get ready to
- Favorite bar for dancing
- Best bar to hang out with friends
- Best sports bar
- Best place to hear live music

### Lifestyle

- Best bank
- Best property management
- Best grocery store
- Best place to get your car serviced
- Best gas station
- Best car wash
- Best tattoo parlor
- Best place to get flowers
- Best wireless provider
- Best internet provider
- Best pet store

### Campus

- Best place to nap on campus
- Best ISU tradition
- Best residence hall
- Best dining center
- Best ISU sports team
- Best class to take at ISU
- Favorite professor

### Health and Fitness

- Best overall fitness center
- Best golf course
- Gym with the hottest guys
- Gym with the hottest girls
- Best place for dentistry
- Best place to visit a chiropractor
- Favorite fitness class
- Favorite fitness instructor
- Best healthcare center

Form Drop off locations
- MU main lounge(near post office)
- MU east student office space (across from Panda Express)
- Parks Library(1st floor near stairwell)
- the Daily (108 Hamilton Hall)
Grove.com | 515.232.1046

**Word of the Day:**

**Random Facts:**

A former skipper of the poacher writes the song "Fishing for Crime." According to a Wall Street Journal article, there is one in three Americans whose criminal activity is an average $416 per year. Depending on the time of year, the Earth's distance from the Sun can vary more than 3.5 million miles.

Example:

As the world-famed screen actress, attempt to organize a national strike and yield enough troops for transportation.

---

**Crossword**

1. Warm-hearted cousin or devoted to the welfare of others... 
2. Love of a lifetime...
3. Eaten, as a morsel...
4. Dry, as a pudgy...
5. Cozy, as a napping...
6. Slightly, as a slumbering...
7. Dried, as a wafting... 
8. Eternally, as a "satisfied"...
9. Traveling, as a "motion"...
10. Helping, as a "debt"...
11. Improving, as a "smarter"...
12. Chocolate in general...

---

**Daily Horoscope:**

**Scorpio:** Go for it! 

---

**Trivia**

**What was the name of the famous rock band travelled by Marc to India?**

---

**Sudoku**

---

**LAX-O-FRONT OIL CHANGE**

---

**STOP... in 3 to 5 minutes your car will be as good as new!**

---

**ENJOY... a free cup of Caribou coffee and relax in our Northwoods lounge or...**

---
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You could build a floor lamp.

Or, get up to 70% back for your used textbooks.

amazon.com/sellbooks